Government

CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE FOR GOVERNMENT
See more with iSIGHT Partners

iSIGHT Partners provides non-classified, proprietary intelligence and analysis
when you need it most. There are threats beyond the aperture of your vision. These
threats rely on the vulnerabilities of your system, processes, and people to seek out
and compromise valuable assets and resources. While you have to be right 100%
of the time, the adversary only needs to be right once. iSIGHT Partners works with
your security operations, investigations, and analysis teams to allow for better
coordination of actions through intelligence-led security strategies and to inform
executives and policy-makers of key successes. Due to existing contracts, most
government cyber security teams are already covered.

iSIGHT Partners Allows Your Team to:
Understand your threat environment by analyzing threat sources that
use common techniques to achieve common impacts
Understand the threat landscape you operate in and uncover evidence
of previously unknown activity

From verified indicators to deep
context, and against threat sources of any size, iSIGHT Partners
ThreatScape®, ThreatService™ and
ThreatSPACE ® offerings provide
government cyber security teams
with the intelligence, analysis,
and training they need to protect
critical resources.

Identify threat source activities that assist in creating and employing
appropriate security controls relevant to your unique environment
Add threat context to technical indicators, alerts, and log entries to
allow for prioritization of resources

ThreatScape Intelligence Relevant to the Government Sector:
CYBER ESPIONAGE. ThreatScape® Cyber Espionage focuses on pro-

viding intelligence on targeted intrusion operations aimed at corporate
and government entities to collect information for the purpose of a
strategic advantage. iSIGHT Partners proprietary intelligence reporting
enables identification and mitigation of these threats in order to reduce
risk through augmented enterprise security posture.

HACKTIVISM. ThreatScape® Hacktivism focuses on intentions and

capabilities of politically or ideologically motivated actors, who express
their beliefs or attempt to project power through malicious or destructive
online activity. iSIGHT Partners cyber threat intelligence identifies and
tracks hacktivist threat sources in order to provide warning, context and
attribution of threat incidents.
Contact iSIGHT Partners for details on additional ThreatScape™ Intelligence offerings
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“I’m continually
impressed with the
amount of actionable
information available
in the reports. We have
been able to take a lot
of the indicators and
incorporate them into
our cyber defense tools.”
United States Federal Civilian Agency

Government

Intelligence-Led Security Solutions
ThreatScape® intelligence arms organizations with tactical, operational, and strategic insights and
forms the basis for connecting the security operation to the enterprise.
ThreatService™ offerings inform organizations about the actual threats targeting them while
enabling threat management based on in-depth analysis. iSIGHT Partners ThreatService™ offerings
also allow organizations to integrate intelligence into their security operations and cyber risk
management programs.
ThreatSPACE® cyber exercises provides a live-fire cyber range to perfect threat management
and incident response. The ThreatSPACE® Range and Training Facility includes environments
that support an extensive range of topologies and targets that can be designed to emulate
nearly any industry or government office.
iCRMS™ automatically routes intelligence to operators and managers using iSIGHT Partners’ patented technology for incident handling and threat mitigation. This system enhances decisions
such as threat prioritization and mitigation and enables increased awareness of countermeasure value.
These intelligence-led security solutions empower organizations to understand their cyber threat reality, bolster
existing teams with actionable intelligence, and enhance readiness to proactively prevent mission impact.

Bottom Line
Without true intelligence containing more than just technical insights, government offices are simply deploying
defenses blindly. iSIGHT Partners enables an intelligence-led security practice that connects awareness of the threat
to all facets of the organization.

About iSIGHT Partners
iSIGHT Partners is a global cyber threat intelligence firm that delivers actionable intelligence products and services
to leading enterprises in business and government. With a global network of security analysts and geographic
research and analysis centers in Washington DC, The Netherlands, Brazil, Ukraine, India and China, iSIGHT Partners
is uniquely positioned to monitor and mine the cyber threat ecosystem and deliver proprietary intelligence products
and services specific to the threats its clients face.
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